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What Is Maya
This title introduces readers to the Maya people. Text covers traditional ways of life, including social structure, homes,
food, art, clothing, and more. Also discussed is contact with Europeans, as well as how the people keep their culture alive
today. Table of contents, map, fun facts, timeline, glossary, and index included. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Big Buddy Books is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
The ancient Maya shaped their world with stone tools. Lithic artifacts helped create the cityscape and were central to
warfare and hunting, craft activities, cooking, and ritual performance. 'The Technology of Maya Civilization' examines
Maya lithic artefacts made of chert, obsidian, silicified limestone, and jade to explore the relationship between ancient
civilizations and natural resources. The volume presents case studies of archaeological sites in Guatemala, Mexico,
Belize, and Honduras. The analysis draws on innovative anthropological theory to argue that stone artefacts were not
merely cultural products but tools that reproduced, modified, and created the fabric of society.
Hinduism is the oldest living religion of the world and the most complex in terms of its philosophy and practices. This
volume looks at the antiquity, definition, and significance of Hinduism, providing a thorough and scholarly understanding
of the basic and essential aspects of the eternal tradition useful to both lay practitioners and students.
Retells the stories from the mythology of the K'iche' Indians which were written down and preserved after the Spanish
conquest of Guatemala. Reprint.
The Mayans are remembered today for their beautiful pyramid temples. But this ancient civilization had many other
innovations! This fact-filled title explores the underground reservoirs, rubber creations, and astronomy studies of ancient
Maya. Engaging text and vivid images combine with special features such as profiles of gods and leaders, a cause and
effect graphic, a time and place matrix, and a timeline to take readers on a journey to the past!
Numerous archaeological projects have found substantial evidence of the military nature of Maya society, and warfare is
a frequent theme of Maya art. Maya Gods of War investigates the Classic period Maya gods who were associated with
weapons of war and the flint and obsidian from which those weapons were made. Author Karen Bassie-Sweet traces the
semantic markers used to distinguish flint from other types of stone, surveys various types of Chahk thunderbolt deities
and their relationship to flint weapons, and explores the connection between lightning and the ruling elite. Additional
chapters review these fire and solar deities and their roles in Maya warfare and examine the nature and manifestations of
the Central Mexican thunderbolt god Tlaloc, his incorporation into the Maya pantheon, and his identification with meteors
and obsidian weapons. Finally, Bassie-Sweet addresses the characteristics of the deity God L, his role as an obsidian
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merchant god, and his close association with the ancient land route between the highland Guatemalan obsidian sources
and the lowlands. Through analysis of the nature of the Teotihuacán deities and exploration of the ways in which these
gods were introduced into the Maya region and incorporated into the Maya worldview, Maya Gods of War offers new
insights into the relationship between warfare and religious beliefs in Mesoamerica. This significant work will be of
interest to scholars of Maya religion and iconography.
From the author of Guns, Germs and Steel, Jared Diamond's Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Survive is a
visionary study of the mysterious downfall of past civilizations. Now in a revised edition with a new afterword, Jared
Diamond's Collapse uncovers the secret behind why some societies flourish, while others founder - and what this means
for our future. What happened to the people who made the forlorn long-abandoned statues of Easter Island? What
happened to the architects of the crumbling Maya pyramids? Will we go the same way, our skyscrapers one day standing
derelict and overgrown like the temples at Angkor Wat? Bringing together new evidence from a startling range of sources
and piecing together the myriad influences, from climate to culture, that make societies self-destruct, Jared Diamond's
Collapse also shows how - unlike our ancestors - we can benefit from our knowledge of the past and learn to be
survivors. 'A grand sweep from a master storyteller of the human race' - Daily Mail 'Riveting, superb, terrifying' - Observer
'Gripping ... the book fulfils its huge ambition, and Diamond is the only man who could have written it' - Economis 'This
book shines like all Diamond's work' - Sunday Times
In this contemporary fantasy, Maya's search for her missing father puts her at the center of a battle between our world,
the Orishas, and the mysterious and sinister Dark world.
A stunning debut novel on sex, loss, and redemption. It is 1975 and India is in turmoil. American Stanley Harrington arrives to study Sanskrit
philosophy and escape his failing marriage. When he finds himself witness to a violent accident, he begins to question his grip on reality.
Maya introduces us to an entertaining cast of hippies, expats, and Indians of all walks of life. From a hermit hiding in the Himalayan jungle
since the days of the British Raj, to an accountant at the Bank of India with a passion for Sanskrit poetry, to the last in a line of brahman
scholars, Stanley’s path ultimately leads him to a Tibetan yogi, who enlists the American’s help in translating a mysterious ancient text.
Maya, literally “illusion,” is an extended meditation on the unraveling of identity. Filled with rich observations and arresting reflections, it
mines the porous border between memory and imagination.
The Popol VuhThe Mythic and Heroic Sagas of the Kiches of Central AmericaNew York : AMS PressMaya and the Rising DarkHMH Books
For Young Readers
The archaeological sites of Mexico's Yucatan peninsula are among the most visited ancient cities of the Americas. Archaeologists have
recently made great advances in our understanding of the social and political milieu of the northern Maya lowlands. However, such advances
have been under-represented in both scholarly and popular literature until now. 'The Ancient Maya of Mexico' presents the results of new and
important archaeological, epigraphic, and art historical research in the Mexican states of Yucatan, Campeche, and Quintana Roo. Ranging
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across the Middle Preclassic to the Modern periods, the volume explores how new archaeological data has transformed our understanding of
Maya history. 'The Ancient Maya of Mexico' will be invaluable to students and scholars of archaeology and anthropology, and all those
interested in the society, rituals and economic organisation of the Maya region.
On Being Maya and Getting By is an ethnographic study of the two Ek’Balams—a notable archaeological site and adjacent village—of the
Yucatán Peninsula. When the archaeological site became a tourist destination, the village became the location of a community-based tourism
development project funded by the Mexican government. Overt displays of heritage and a connection to Maya antiquity became important
and profitable for the modern Maya villagers. Residents of Ek’Balam are now living in a complex ecosystem of natural and cultural resources
where the notion and act of “being Maya” is deeply intertwined with economic development. The book explores how Ek’Balam villagers
negotiate and maneuver through a web of social programs, tourists, volunteers, and expectations while living their daily lives. Focusing on the
active processes in which residents choose to participate, author Sarah R. Taylor provides insights into how the ideological conflicts
surrounding economic development play out in the negotiations between internal community politics and external social actors. The conflicts
implicit to conceptions of “community” as a target for development are made explicit through the systematic questioning of what exactly it
means to be a member of a local, indigenous, or sustainable community in the process of being developed. On Being Maya and Getting By is
a rich description of how one community is actively negotiating with tourism and development and also a call for a more complex analysis of
how rural villages are connected to greater urban, national, and global forces.
From award-winning author Eve L. Ewing comes an illustrated middle grade novel about a forgotten homemade robot who comes to life just
when aspiring fifth-grade scientist Maya needs a friend -- and a science fair project. Maya's nervous about fifth grade. She tries to keep calm
by reminding herself she knows what to expect. But then she learns that this year won't be anything like the last. For the first time since
kindergarten, her best friends Jada and MJ are placed in a different class without her, and introverted Maya has trouble making new friends.
She tries to put on a brave face since they are in fifth grade now, but Maya is nervous! Just when too much seems to be changing, she finds
a robot named Ralph in the back of Mr. Mac's convenience store closet. Once she uses her science skills to get him up and running, a whole
new world of connection opens up as Ralph becomes a member of her family and Maya begins to step into her power. In this touching novel,
Eve L. Ewing melds together a story about community, adapting to change, and the magic of ingenuity that reminds young readers that they
can always turn to their own curiosity when feeling lost.
This nuanced account explores Maya mythology through the lens of art, text, and culture. It offers an important reexamination of the mid-16thcentury Popol Vuh, long considered an authoritative text, which is better understood as one among many crucial sources for the interpretation
of ancient Maya art and myth. Using materials gathered across Mesoamerica, Oswaldo Chinchilla Mazariegos bridges the gap between
written texts and artistic representations, identifying key mythical subjects and uncovering their variations in narratives and visual depictions.
Central characters—including a secluded young goddess, a malevolent grandmother, a dead father, and the young gods who became the sun
and the moon—are identified in pottery, sculpture, mural painting, and hieroglyphic inscriptions. Highlighting such previously overlooked topics
as sexuality and generational struggles, this beautifully illustrated book paves the way for a new understanding of Maya myths and their
lavish expression in ancient art.
Here is a book as joyous and painful, as mysterious and memorable, as childhood itself. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings captures the
longing of lonely children, the brute insult of bigotry, and the wonder of words that can make the world right. Maya Angelou’s debut memoir is
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a modern American classic beloved worldwide. Sent by their mother to live with their devout, self-sufficient grandmother in a small Southern
town, Maya and her brother, Bailey, endure the ache of abandonment and the prejudice of the local “powhitetrash.” At eight years old and
back at her mother’s side in St. Louis, Maya is attacked by a man many times her age—and has to live with the consequences for a lifetime.
Years later, in San Francisco, Maya learns that love for herself, the kindness of others, her own strong spirit, and the ideas of great authors
(“I met and fell in love with William Shakespeare”) will allow her to be free instead of imprisoned. Poetic and powerful, I Know Why the
Caged Bird Sings will touch hearts and change minds for as long as people read. “I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings liberates the reader into
life simply because Maya Angelou confronts her own life with such a moving wonder, such a luminous dignity.”—James Baldwin From the
Paperback edition.
The conventional wisdom says that the devolution of Classic Maya civilization occurred because its population grew too large and dense to
be supported by primitive neotropical farming methods, resulting in debilitating famines and internecine struggles. Using research on
contemporary Maya farming techniques and important new archaeological research, Ford and Nigh refute this Malthusian explanation of
events in ancient Central America and posit a radical alternative theory. The authors-show that ancient Maya farmers developed ingenious,
sustainable woodland techniques to cultivate numerous food plants (including the staple maize);-examine both contemporary tropical farming
techniques and the archaeological record (particularly regarding climate) to reach their conclusions;-make the argument that these ancient
techniques, still in use today, can support significant populations over long periods of time.

An engaging study that reveals sacred teachings that the Mayan priesthood hid from Spanish conquistadores in Mexico in 1519.
The author explores the scientific and spiritual principles underlying the ancient glyphs, numbers, and language of the Maya.
What can we learn from the people of the Maya Lowlands? Integrating history, biodiversity, ethnobotany, geology, ecology,
archaeology, anthropology, and other disciplines, The Lowland Maya Area is a valuable guide to the fascinating relationship
between man and his environment in the Yucatán peninsula. This book covers virtually every aspect of the biology and ecology of
the Maya Lowlands and the many ways that human beings have interacted with their surroundings in that area for the last three
thousand years. You'll learn about newly discovered archaeological evidence of wetland use; the domestication and use of cacao
and henequen plants; a biodiversity assessment of a select group of plants, animals, and microorganisms; the area's forgotten
cotton, indigo, and wax industries; the ecological history of the Yucatán Peninsula; and much more. This comprehensive book will
open your eyes to all that we can learn from the Maya people, who continue to live on their native lands, integrating modern life
with their old ways and teaching valuable lessons about human dependence on and management of environmental resources.
The Lowland Maya Area explores: the impact of hurricanes and fire on local environments historic and modern Maya concepts of
forests the geologic history of the Yucatán challenges to preserving Maya architecture newly-discovered evidence of fertilizer use
among the ancient Maya cooperation between locals and researchers that fosters greater knowledge on both sides
recommendations to help safeguard the future The Lowland Maya Area is an ideal single source for reliable information on the
many ecological and social issues of this dynamic area. Providing you with the results of the most recent research into many
diverse fields, including traditional ecological knowledge, the difficult transition to capitalism, agave production, and the diversity of
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insect species, this book will be a valuable addition to your collection. As the editors of The Lowland Maya Area say in their
concluding chapter: “If we are to gain global perspective from the changing Maya world, it is that understanding space and time is
absolutely critical to human persistence.” Understanding how the Maya have interacted with their environment for thousands of
years while maintaining biodiversity will help us understand how we too can work for sustainable development in our own
environments.
The arrival of several hundred Guatemalan-born workers in a Morganton, North Carolina, poultry plant sets the stage for this
dramatic story of human struggle in an age of globalization. When laborers' concerns about safety and fairness spark a strike and,
ultimately, a unionizing campaign at Case Farms, the resulting decade-long standoff pits a recalcitrant New South employer
against an unlikely coalition of antagonists. Mayan refugees from war-torn Guatemala, Mexican workers, and a diverse group of
local allies join forces with the Laborers union. The ensuing clash becomes a testing ground for "new labor" workplace and legal
strategies. In the process, the nation's fastest-growing immigrant region encounters a new struggle for social justice. Using scores
of interviews, Leon Fink gives voice to a remarkably resilient people. He shows that, paradoxically, what sustains these global
travelers are the ties of local community. Whether one is finding a job, going to church, joining a soccer team, or building a union,
kin and linguistic connections to the place of one's birth prove crucial in negotiating today's global marketplace. A story set at the
intersection of globalization and community, two words not often linked, The Maya of Morganton addresses fundamental questions
about the changing face of labor in the United States.
A history of the Maya Indians in the city of Tikal, founded in 800 B.C.
In this highly anticipated sequel, Maya and the godlings must return to the sinister world of The Dark to retrieve the one thing
keeping the veil between the worlds from crumbling: her father's soul. Perfect for fans of Tristan Strong Punches a Hole in the Sky
and Willa of the Wood. The threat from The Dark is far from over. Twelve-year-old Maya knows this. After crossing the veil
between the two worlds, saving her father, and narrowly escaping the sinister clutches of the Lord of Shadows, tensions between
the human world and The Dark are higher than ever. And even worse, Maya's orisha powers as a godling are out of control. Now a
guardian in training, Maya spends her days patching up veils with her father and cleaning up near-disasters like baby wormholes
that her erratic powers create. But when Maya and her friends discover that something went terribly wrong during their journey to
bring her father back to the human world, they are forced to return to The Dark and restore what they left behind, the one thing
keeping the veil from falling: her father's soul. The Lord of Shadows is mobilizing his forces for an all-out war against the human
world. And this time, Maya and her friends will need all the help they can get. Even if that means teaming up with their greatest
enemies, the darkbringers.
Describes the history, geography, and culture of the ancient Maya, including information on their beliefs and achievements.
This book investigates some of the central topics of metaphysics in the philosophical thought of the Maya people of Mesoamerica,
particularly from the Preclassic through Postclassic periods. This book covers the topics of time, change, identity, and truth,
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through comparative investigation integrating Maya texts and practices—such as Classic Period stelae, Postclassic Codices, and
Colonial-era texts such as the Popol Vuh and the books of Chilam Balam—and early Chinese philosophy.
The Maya Literary Renaissance is a growing yet little-known literary phenomenon that can redefine our understanding of
"literature" universally. By analyzing eight representative texts of this new and vibrant literary movement, the book argues that the
texts present literature as a trans-species phenomenon that is not reducible only to human creativity. Based on detailed textual
analysis of the literature in both Maya and Spanish as well as first-hand conversations with the writers themselves, the book
develops the first conceptual map of how literature constantly emerges from wider creative patterns in nature. This process,
defined as literary inhabitation, is explained by synthesizing core Maya cultural concepts with diverse philosophical, literary,
anthropological and biological theories. In the context of the Yucatan Peninsula, where the texts come from, literary inhabitation is
presented as an integral part of bioregional becoming, the evolution of the Peninsula as a constantly unfolding dialogue.
"General overview of the ancient Maya begins with summary discussions of the history of Maya studies, the environment and geography of
the Maya world, and the European invasion. Text is devoted primarily to a synthesis of the history of Maya cultural traditions based primarily
on archaeological data and complemented by epigraphic and ethnohistorical information"--Handbook of Latin American Studies, v. 57.
"Girls rights activist, Maya Penn introduces her inspirational handbook for teens and young adults to help them discover their passions and
maximize their full potential for a creative, successful life."--Provided by publisher.
Thanks to powerful innovations in archaeology and other types of historical research, we now have a picture of everyday life in the Mayan
empire that turns the long-accepted conventional wisdom on its head. * Includes numerous illustrations and drawings plus depictions of
important artifacts such as the murals of Bonampak and the hieroglyphic stairway of Copan * Provides detailed maps of major Maya cities as
well as other research sites
A visual tour of the evidence for ancient astronauts in Mesoamerica • Includes more than 200 full-color photographs from the author’s
personal archives • Details the astronaut technology--helmets, tanks, hoses, keyboards, rockets--clearly illustrated in stone carvings and
statues from Mesoamerican sites such as Palenque, Chichén Itzá, and Teotihuacán in Mexico and Tikal in Guatemala • Explores the
similarities of Maya pyramids with those at Kanchipuram in South India Sharing more than 200 never-before-published full-color photographs
from his personal archives, bestselling author Erich von Däniken provides clear evidence of ancient alien contact and technology among the
archaeological sites of the Maya as well as other ancient cultures, such as the Aztecs and the Hindus. He reveals how the “gods”
immortalized in Maya sculptures, carved reliefs, and myth were not supernatural beings but technologically advanced visitors, astronauts who
gifted the Maya with their sophisticated understanding of calendar time and cosmology. He explains how, with no explanation for their
technologies and origins, the Maya interpreted the visitors as divine and, thus, the “gods” were born. Examining stone carvings and statues
from many Mesoamerican sites such as Palenque, Chichén Itzá, and Teotihuacán in Mexico and Tikal in Guatemala, von Däniken reveals the
astronaut technology--helmets, tanks, hoses, keyboards, rockets--clearly illustrated in these ancient depictions of the gods. He explores the
similarities of Plato’s writings with the Chilam Balam books of Mexico and compares “ancient alien” features in myths around the world,
paralleling how mercury is mentioned as a fuel ingredient of flying machines in ancient India with the discovery of mercury at Copán,
Palenque, and Teotihuacán as well as in the grave of a Chinese emperor and two Egyptian graves on Nabta Playa. Illustrating the similarities
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of Mayan step pyramids with those of Kanchipuram in South India, the author explains how Mayan pyramids are crowned with a small
temple, residence, or landing field of the gods, while the pyramids of South India are topped with a Vimana, a “godly” flying vehicle. Offering
visual proof of the ancient world’s contact with advanced alien visitors they recorded as gods and teachers, von Däniken also raises the
question of the “heavenly” origins of royal families and dynasties in Mesoamerica, Egypt, and beyond, revealing how the Mayan kings of
Palenque and the pharaohs of Egypt may be descendants of the “gods.”
Describes geography and natural history of the peninsula, gives brief history of Mayan life, discusses Spanish conquest, and provides a long
summary of Maya civilization. 4 maps, and over 120 illustrations.
"Philosophy begins in wonder. Philosophy begins in suffering." So begins this exploration of the mystery of the universe and its implications
for our lives. A central theme is that what we normally consider to be reality is an illusion. Our most fundamental beliefs are false - about God,
morality, free will, the self, even the familiar features of everyday life. Quoting the book: "Not a single headline in the newspaper, not a single
utterance about the most commonplace circumstance, not a single perception, not a single feeling is what it seems." What then? The book's
conclusion is that a more clear-eyed view of the world, while not promising ultimate salvation from the tragedies and burdens of life, does
have certain practical advantages for lessening them, and also offers the "philosophical consolation" that the universe is wondrous.
Exploring firsthand accounts written by Maya nobles from the sixteenth through the nineteenth centuries-many of them previously
untranslated-Restall offers the first Maya account of the conquest. The story holds surprising twists: The conquistadors were not only
Spaniards but also Mayas, reconstructing their own governance and society, and the Spanish colonization of the Yucatan was part of an
ongoing pattern of adaptation and survival for centuries.
Discusses the history, culture, religious beliefs, and contemporary life of the Maya of Central America.

"The Only True People" is a timely and rigorous examination of ethnicity among the ancient and modern Maya, focusing
on ethnogenesis and exploring the complexities of Maya identity—how it developed, where and when it emerged, and why
it continues to change over time. In the volume, a multidisciplinary group of well-known scholars including archaeologists,
linguists, ethnographers, ethnohistorians, and epigraphers investigate ethnicity and other forms of group identity at a
number of Maya sites and places, from the northern reaches of the Yucatan to the Southern Periphery, and across
different time periods, from the Classic period to the modern day. Each contribution challenges the notion of ethnically
homogenous "Maya peoples" for their region and chronology and explores how their work contributes to the definition of
"ethnicity" for ancient Maya society. Contributors confront some of the most difficult theoretical debates concerning
identity in the literature today: how different ethnic groups define themselves in relation to others; under what
circumstances ethnicity is marked by overt expressions of group membership and when it is hidden from view; and the
processes that transform ethnic identities and their expressions. By addressing the social constructs and conditions
behind Maya ethnicity, both past and present, "The Only True People" contributes to the understanding of ethnicity as a
complex set of relationships among people who lived in real and imagined communities, as well as among people
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separated by social boundaries. The volume will be a key resource for Mayanists and will be of interest to students and
scholars of ethnography, anthropology, and cultural studies as well. Contributors: McCale Ashenbrener, Ellen E. Bell,
Marcello A. Canuto, Juan Castillo Cocom, David A. Freidel, Wolfgang Gabbert, Stanley P. Guente, Jonathan Hill, Charles
Andrew Hofling, Martha J. Macri, Damien B. Marken, Matthew Restall, Timoteo Rodriguez, Mathew C. Samson, Edward
Schortman, Rebecca Storey
"A true benchmark. This work will set a new standard for the conceptualization--let alone the study--of missionization and
religious conversion, colonial language policy, and language-oriented social history. Hanks provides a framework for
thinking about language history that integrates language ideology, linguistic form (from phonology to speech genres),
social organization, and the phenomenology of experience that goes so far beyond traditional historical, linguistic, or
philological perspectives as to constitute a new paradigm for the field. Converting Words will be a classic work that will
stimulate others to emulate Hanks's powerful scholarly example. The field will never be the same after this book
appears."--Richard Bauman, author of A World of Others' Words: Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Intertextuality "Hanks's
work is utterly original and unprecedented... I don't think historians of the Mesoamerican colonial regimes should write
anything until they read this book; it's that important."--Jane H. Hill, author of A Grammar of Cupeño
Born in Missouri in 1928, Maya Angelou had a difficult childhood. Jim Crow laws segregated blacks and whites in the
South. Her family life was unstable at times. But much like her poem, "Still I Rise," Angelou was able to lift herself out of
her situation and flourish. She moved to California and became the first black—and first female—streetcar operator before
following her interest in dance. She became a professional performer in her twenties and toured the U.S. and Europe as
an opera star and calypso dancer. But Angelou's writing became her defining talent. Her poems and books, including I
Know Why the Caged Bird Sings, brought her international acclaim.
Popol Vuh, the QuichÃ© Mayan book of creation is not only the most important text in the native language of the
Americas, it is also an extraordinary document of the human imagination. It begins with the deeds of Mayan Gods in the
darkness of a primeval sea and ends with the radiant splendor of the Mayan Lords who founded the QuichÃ© Kingdom in
the Guatemalan highlands. Originally written in Mayan hieroglyphs, it was translated into the Roman alphabet in the 16th
century. The new edition of Dennis Tedlock's unabridged, widely praised translation includes new notes and
commentary, newly translated passages, newly deciphered hieroglyphs, and over 40 new illustrations.
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